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BABY PUPPY BITCH - LONG STOCK COAT 

Judge: Mr John Fenner 
 

Class Summary : 
 
There were two entries in this class, but only one was exhibited.  They were litter sisters, and both the sire 
and dam are Breed Surveyed. 
 
Ellie Mae’s phenotype is clearly an equally balanced combination of her sire and dam, as reflected in her 
type, anatomy and movement, plus her coat’s colour, pigmentation and markings.  She presents much 
promise for her future development at this stage and hopefully a sound contribution to the Long Stock Coat 
genetic pool with her robust temperament and freedom from anatomical exaggeration. 
 
1ST   GRANDWEST ELLIE MAE DOB: 4/11/2015   
  S:*Bruno vom Wallensener Hof a Z (imp Deu) Br: EXH   
  D:*Grandwest Tia AZ VG Exh: D&C Willis   
 
5.5 months.  Medium strong, well proportioned, long stock coat baby puppy bitch of very promising type.  
Well pigmented, extended black and gold saddle markings.  Feminine head and expression, with correct ear 
set and medium eye colour.  Normal length of neck, good withers, straight back, slightly short and slightly 
steep croup.  Stands correct in front.  Good forequarter angulations and very good hindquarter angulations.  
Good fore and underchest development for her age.  Steps correct going, just slightly wide coming, with 
normal puppy infirmness of both hocks and elbows.  Shows good ground covering movement, with strong 
drive and the reach could be a little more free. 
Graded:  VERY PROMISING 
 

BABY PUPPY BITCH - STOCK COAT 
Judge: Mr John Fenner 

 
Class Summary : 
 
There were ten (10) entries in this class, and two (2) of those were not presented, leaving the remaining 
eight (8) to be exhibited.  Five (5) of the puppies entered have both parents Breed Surveyed, four (4) of the 
puppies entered have only their sire Breed Surveyed, and the remaining one (1) had neither parent that was 
Breed Surveyed… Some of the youngest individuals have finished to the fore in this class 
 
The final placings and gradings on the day in this class are based on each individual’s comparative virtues, 
with regard to anatomy, temperament and resulting performance.  As can be seen from the critiques, 
placings and gradings, the class finished with five (5) Very Promising gradings and three (3) Promising 
gradings.  By the completion of the final movement stage a clear line of grading distinction emerged. 
 
Many attributes will develop over further time for each of these baby puppies.  I wish all of these exhibits very 
well for their ongoing positive development and individual futures. 
 
1ST   SABARANBURG QUINTESSENCE DOB: 21/12/2015  
  S:*Sensen Mann Yokon (imp Deu) AZ Ex Br: EXH   
  D:*Sabaranburg Liquid Ice AZ Ex Exh: B&L Lubbock  
 
4 months.  Strong, very well proportioned baby puppy bitch of very promising type and overall harmonious 
construction.  Well pigmented black and tan saddle markings.  Very good feminine, yet strong, head 
complimented by dark eyes.  Normal length of neck, high well placed withers, straight back, slightly short and 
slightly steep croup.  Good fore and underchest development for her age.  Correct in front.  Very good fore 
and hindquarter angulations.  Steps correct behind, for her age, and correct coming, with normal puppy 
infirmness of both hocks and elbows.  Displays very good ground covering movement, with very balanced 
and effective reach and drive. 
Graded:  VERY PROMISING 
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2ND   KAPERVILLE GOSSIP GIRL DOB: 5/11/2015   
  S:*Giotto di Fossombrone Br: EXH   
  D:*Hinterhaus Galadriel Exh: Animal Kapers  
    Boarding Kennels  
 
5.5 months.  Strong, very well proportioned baby puppy bitch of very promising type and harmonious 
construction.  Black and tan saddle markings.  Very good head and expression, complimented by dark eyes 
and correct set of ears.  Good length of neck, well placed withers, straight back, just slightly short and slightly 
steep croup.  Stands correct in front.  Very good fore and underchest development for her age.  Very good 
fore and hindquarter angulations.  Steps correct going and coming, where both the hocks and elbows show 
normal puppy infirmness.  Displays very good ground covering movement, with very balanced reach and 
drive.  
Graded:  VERY PROMISING 
 
3RD   AUFGEHTS CHARLIES POISON IVY DOB: 12/01/2016  
  S:Iccara Venom (AI) Br: EXH   
  D:Seigen Peggys Charlie (AI) Exh: S&T Gumpert  
 
3 months.  Good medium strong, very well proportioned baby puppy bitch of very promising type and 
balanced construction.  Well pigmented black and tan saddle markings.  Good feminine head, with good 
expression complimented by dark eyes and correct ear set.  Normal length of neck, high withers, straight 
back, slightly short and slightly steep croup.  Good fore and underchest development for her age.  Correct in 
front.  Very good forequarter angulations, where the lay of the upper-arm could be just slightly more 
pronounced.  Very good hindquarter angulations.  Steps correct going and coming, with good firmness for 
her age.  Displays very balanced and effective ground covering movement, with free reach and strong drive. 
Graded:  VERY PROMISING 
 
4TH   ALDERHAUS WILD HOT THING DOB: 13/01/2016  
  S:*Labo vom Schollweiher SchH1 IPO3 VA (imp Deu) Br: EXH   
  D:*Alderhaus Pixies Emilee Exh: P Alder   
 
3 months.  Good medium strong, very well proportioned baby puppy bitch of very promising type and overall 
pleasing construction.  Black and tan saddle markings.  Good strong feminine head and expression 
complimented by dark eyes and correct set on of ears.  Normal length of neck, high withers, slightly short 
and slightly steep croup.  Good fore and underchest development for her age.  Stands correct in front.  Very 
good fore and hindquarter angulations.  Steps correct going and coming, with normal puppy infirmness of 
both hocks and elbows.  Shows very effective ground covering movement, with strong drive and free reach 
that is very balanced. 
Graded:  VERY PROMISING 
 
5TH   SWARTZLIC REAL WICKED DOB: 15/11/2015  
  S:*Schaeferhund Rafael AZ Ex Br: EXH   
  D:*Schaeferhund Linde AZ Exh: S Hargreaves  
 
5 months.  Just medium strong, still well proportioned baby puppy bitch of very promising type.  Black and 
tan saddle markings.  Feminine head that could be just a little stronger, where the lower jaw should be 
stronger and has medium eye colour.  Short neck, high withers, straight back, slightly short and slightly steep 
croup.  Correct in front.  Both the fore and underchest could be slightly more development for her age.  Her 
underchest could also be slightly longer.  Good forequarter angulations, where both the lay of shoulder and 
lay of upper arm could be more pronounced.  Very good hindquarter angulations.  Moves correct going and 
slightly close coming, where both the hocks and elbows show normal puppy infirmness for her age.  Still 
displays balanced ground covering movement, where the forequarter could be more effective and the drive a 
little stronger. 
Graded:  VERY PROMISING 
 
6TH    AUFGEHTS HOLLYS SWEETIEBELLE DOB: 15/12/2015 

 S :*Bluemax Tiger Town AZ Ex Br: EXH  
 D:Seigen Holly Hot Rod (AI) Exh: S&T Gumpert  
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4 months.  Just medium strong, still well proportioned baby puppy bitch of promising type.  Black and gold 
saddle markings.  Feminine head and expression, where the head should be stronger, particularly the lower 
and upper jaws.  Normal length of neck, flat withers, straight back, short and steep croup.  Correct in front.  
Normal fore and underchest development.  Good forequarter angulation, where both the lay of the shoulder 
and upper arm should be far more pronounced.  Very good hindquarter angulation.  Steps correct coming 
and slightly close going, with the normal puppy infirmness of both hocks and elbows.  Still good ground 
covering movement, where the drive is strong, yet the reach needs to be more free. 
Graded:  PROMISING 
 
7TH   AUFGEHTS HOLLYS SCOOTALOO DOB: 15/12/2015 
  S:*Bluemax Tiger Town AZ Ex Br: EXH   
  D:Seigen Holly Hot Rod (AI) Exh: S&T Gumpert  
 
4 months.  Just medium strong, still well proportioned baby puppy bitch of promising type.  Black and gold 
saddle markings.  Feminine head that should be stronger and the left ear should be firmer.  Normal length of 
neck, high withers, the topline curve of the back could be less pronounced, short and steep croup.  Normal 
fore and underchest development.  Stands correct in front, the pasterns should be much firmer.  Good 
forequarter angulation and extreme hindquarter angulation.  Moves cow hocked behind, and correct coming, 
with the normal puppy infirmness of both hocks and elbows.  Still displays fairly good ground covering 
movement, where the drive is not as powerful as it needs to be, and matches the slight restrictions of the 
forequarter.  
Graded:  PROMISING 
 
8TH   RANDINKA FRENCH KISS DOB: 5/12/2015   
  S:*Schaeferhund Rafael AZ Ex Br: G Green   
  D:*Randinka Shinny Pebbles Exh: S Hargreaves  
 
4.5 months.  Medium strong, still well proportioned baby puppy bitch of promising structural type.  Well 
pigmented black and tan saddle markings.  The structure of the head is good, however the eye colour is 
medium and at this stage of development, the ears are completely soft and non-erect.  Short neck, normal 
withers, straight back, slightly short and slightly steep croup.  Stands correct in front, pasterns could be a 
little firmer.  Good forequarter angulation, where both the upper arm and shoulder should be more 
pronounced in angulation.  Normal fore and underchest development for her age.  Correct in front.  Moves 
slightly close behind, slightly wide coming, with normal puppy infirmness of both hocks and elbows.  Shows 
enthusiastic ground covering movement, where both the reach and drive should be more effective, and with 
a tendency to fall slightly on the forehand. Graded:  PROMISING 
 

BABY PUPPY DOG - LONG STOCK COAT 
 Judge: Mrs Robyn Knuckey

 
Class Summary Baby Dog Long Stock Coat 
 
There was only 1 entry in this class and exhibited on the day. He is a young baby, at 3 ¾ months, with 
excellent promise for the future, with excellent pigmentation, strength and overall conformation. This is a 
young male that will be watched with great interest and hopefully will continue to grow to fulfil his potential. It 
should be noted his litter sister was the winner of the Baby Bitch Stock Coat class. Congratulations to the 
breeders.  
 
1ST   SABARANBURG QUOZY DOB: 21/12/2015  
 S:*Sensen Mann Yokon (imp Deu) AZ Ex Br: EXH   
 D:*Sabaranburg Liquid Ice AZ Ex Exh: B&L Lubbock  
      
3.3/4 months. Very well pigmented and coloured black and brown LSC baby puppy of very pleasing type. Strong 
masculine head for his age with very good eye colour. Ears still to firm. Good wither, firm back, croup could be 
slightly longer and better laid. Very good forequarter angulation where the upper arm could be slightly longer. 
Slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front, however the pasterns should remain a little firmer. 
Steps with normal puppy looseness going. He is correct coming with normal puppy looseness in the elbows. Stands 
with good fore and underchest development for his age. Moves with very balanced effective movement and overall 
very good firmness in ligamentation.  VERY PROMISING 
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BABY PUPPY DOG - STOCK COAT 
Judge: Mrs Robyn Knuckey 

 
Class Summary Baby Dog Stock Coat 
 
There were 3 entered and presented in the class, varying in age from just 3 months to 4 months. All exhibits 
had imported sires. The winner was the youngest in the class, he had the best proportions and overall the 
most balanced movement. Overall the eye colour was very good, the 2nd and 3rd dogs were quite compact 
and the firmness of the ears was a concern. The overall masculinity of the class was very good. Good luck to 
the breeders and owners of the puppies with their future development. 
  
1ST   ALDERHAUS WICKED ROMEO DOB: 13/01/2016  
 S:*Labo vom Schollweiher SchH1 IPO3 VA (imp Deu) Br: EXH   
 D:*Alderhaus Pixies Emilee Exh: P Alder    
3 months. Well proportioned, medium strong puppy of very pleasing type. Very good head and expression with 
good eye colour. Slightly short neck, good withers, firm back, croup is of good lay but could be slightly longer. 
Balanced angles of the fore and hindquarter. Good fore and underchest development. Moves slightly narrow going 
with normal puppy looseness. Correct coming with normal puppy looseness. Moves with a firm back with effective 
reach and drive for his age.  VERY PROMISING 
 
2ND   ICCARA BEOWULF DOB: 13/12/2015  
 S:*Giotto di Fossombrone Br: EXH   
 D:Hausosin Rogue Trader Exh: C Mailata/S Woollard 
 
4 months. Medium strong, substantial, masculine, compact puppy of very pleasing type. Good head and expression 
where the eye colour should be a little darker and the ears are still to attain their final firmness. Normal wither. Firm 
back, the croup could be longer and better laid. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in 
front. Good fore and underchest development. Steps slightly narrow and loose going, correct coming where the 
elbows should remain a little firmer. Balanced ground covering movement where the wither should remain a little 
higher.   PROMISING 
      
3RD   SABARANBURG QUANTUM LEAP DOB: 21/12/2015  
 S:*Sensen Mann Yokon (imp Deu) AZ Ex Br: EXH   
 D:*Sabaranburg Liquid Ice AZ Ex Exh: B&L Lubbock  
 
3.3/4 months. Very well pigmented and well coloured masculine puppy of slightly compact proportions. Masculine 
head and expression with very good eye colour. However the ears should be firmer. Slightly short neck, good 
wither, firm back, croup could be longer and better laid. Very good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. 
Stands not quite correct in front and the feet should remain a little firmer. Steps slightly narrow and loose going. 
Coming the right foot turns slightly out. Overall good ground covering movement with good firmness of the topline. 
   PROMISING 
        

MINOR PUPPY BITCH – LONG STOCK COAT 
Judge: Ms Natalie Humphries 

 
1ST   SIOBAHN GREYT ALLURE DOB: 4/10/2015   
 S:*Ch Eroica Catch Me If You Can VGM Br: A&Y Yun   
 D:Vladimir Greyt Sensation Exh: J Carson 
 
6.5 months. Long stock coat sable bitch of very good type and good proportions with good bone strength. Very 
good head and expression with the desired eye colour. The right ear tilts inwards. Normal withers, straight back. 
Croup is of good length, just slightly steep. Good forequarter angulation. The upper arm could be slightly longer and 
slightly better angled. Slightly deep hindquarter angulation. She stands not quite correct in front. Steps slightly loose 
going. Steps correct coming. Shows good movement however both the reach and the drive could be a little bit more 
effective.  VERY PROMISING  
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MINOR PUPPY BITCH - STOCK COAT 
Judge: Ms Natalie Humphries 

Class donation from Penny Alder - Alderhaus Kennels 
 
Stock Coat Minor Bitch Class- 4 entered 2 exhibited 1 transferred to Long Stock coat class. 2 sires and 2 
dams represented. 
 

Exhibits are medium size with medium bone strength. 
 

Heads are good eye colour is medium to dark. 
 

Croups are slightly short and slightly steep. 
 

2nd place exhibit has wide set ears and a noticeable peak in the back which will hopefully settle with age. 
 

Forequarter angulations are good, hindquarters 1 exhibit correct 1 slightly deep. 
 

Movement is good, reach could be freer. 
       
1ST    GRANDWEST CHARLIES ANGEL DOB: 17/09/2015  
 S:*Sensen Mann Yokon (imp Deu) AZ Ex Br: EXH   
 D:*Grandwest Pia AZ VG Exh: D&C Willis   
 
7 months. Medium size, just medium strong black and gold bitch of very good type and proportions. Very good head 
and expression with good medium eye colour. Very good size, shape and set of the ears. Normal withers, straight 
back, just slightly short and slightly steep croup. Very good length of neck, very good underline. Good forequarter 
angulation where the upper arm should be longer and better angled. Slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Stands 
correct in front. Slightly upright pasterns. Steps slightly loose going, correct coming. Very good balanced movement 
with correct sequence of steps, I would just like to see the reach a little freer. VERY PROMISING 
 
2ND   HAUSOSIN BELLA BAMBINA DOB: 9/10/2015   
 S:*Giotto di Fossombrone Br: EXH   
 D:*Hausosin Livin In Sin AZ Ex Exh: K Harris   
 
6 months. Medium size, medium strong bitch of very good type. Slightly compact body proportions. Very good head 
and expression with desired eye colour. The ears are slightly wide set. Normal withers, she has a distinct peak in 
the back, the croup is slightly short and slightly steep. Good forequarter angulation, the upper arm should be longer 
and better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Stands not quite correct in front. Steps cow hocked going, 
coming she flicks the right wrist out slightly. Shows good movement, the drive is more effective than the reach at 
this point in time. VERY PROMISING  
    

MINOR PUPPY DOG - STOCK COAT 
Judge: Ms Natalie Humphries 

 
Minor Dog Stock Coat - 1 entered 1 exhibited. 
 

Medium size and bone strength. 
 

Good head with correct eye colour ears are large and could be slightly firmer. 
 

Forequarter is very good, hindquarter slightly deep. 
 

Good balanced movement. 
 
1ST   ICCARA GREEN BERET DOB: 9/10/2015   
 S:*Giotto di Fossombrone Br: Iccara Kennels  
 D:*Iccara Coco Pop Exh: K Glenny  
 
6 months. Medium size, medium strong minor dog of very good type and proportions. Very good head and 
expression with desired eye colour. The ears are rather large and could be firmer. Normal withers, straight back, 
slightly short and slightly steep croup. Very good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in 
front. Steps loose going, coming the right wrist turns out slightly. Shows good balanced movement, where both the 
reach and drive could be better.  VERY PROMISING 
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PUPPY BITCH - LONG STOCK COAT 
Judge: Ms Natalie Humphries 

 
Long Stock Coat Minor Bitch Class- 1 entered 1 exhibited 
 

Long Stock Coat Puppy Bitch Class 2 entered, 2 critiqued, 1 withdrawn with Judges Permission. 
 

These 3 exhibits have been grouped together as they are from the same sire Ch. *Eroica Catch Me If You 
Can. 2 different dams are represented. 
 

All the exhibits are medium sized with medium bone strength, they are well coloured and pigmented. 
 

The ear set is close and the ears should be firmer. 
 

Forequarters are good, hindquarters are slightly deep. 
 

Croups are slightly short and slightly steep. 
 

View from front is not quite correct. 
 

Movement is good reach could be slightly freer in general. 
 
1ST   ICCARA PANDORA PARAGON DOB: 15/07/2015  
 S:*Ch Eroica Catch Me If You Can VGM Br: EXH   
 D:*Hausosin Tainted Love AZ Ex Exh: C Mailata/S Woollard 
 
9 months. Medium size, medium strong LSC puppy bitch of very good type and proportions. She’s got a very good 
head and expression. Medium eye colour and the ears are very close set. Normal withers, straight back, the croup 
is of good length but just slightly steep. Good forequarter angulation, the upper arm could be slightly longer and 
slightly better angled. Just slightly deep hindquarter. Good underline. She stands correct in front with slightly flat 
feet. Just slightly loose going and correct coming. Shows very good balanced movement with very good reach and 
drive.   VERY PROMISING 
         
W/D  ICCARA PRECIOUS GIFT DOB: 15/07/2015  
 S:*Ch Eroica Catch Me If You Can VGM Br: Iccara Kennels  
 D:*Hausosin Tainted Love AZ Ex Exh: K Harris   
 
9 months. Medium size, medium strong puppy bitch of very good type and proportions. Good head and expression. 
Normal withers, slight peak in the back, slightly short and slightly steep croup. Good forequarter angulation, the upper 
arm is well angled but could be slightly longer. Slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Good underline. Stands not quite 
correct in front. Throws back right hock out.                             WITHDRAWN WITH JUDGES PERMISSION. 
         

PUPPY BITCH - STOCK COAT 
Judge: Ms Natalie Humphries 

 
Puppy Bitch Stock Coat - 5 entered, 5 exhibited. 4 sires and 3 dams represented. 
 

Class is of mixed type. Exhibits are medium to large size with medium bone strength. 
 

Eye colour is mixed 3 dark eyes 2 medium. 
 

Proportions generally good 1 exhibit slightly compact body proportions. 
 

Forequarters are good, hindquarters are slightly deep. 
 

Croups slightly short and slightly steep. 
 

Movement is generally good. 
 
1ST   SABARANBURG PURPLE HAZE DOB: 21/05/2015  
 S:*LaShadas Xang Bang CDX RN AZ Ex Br: EXH   
 D:*Sabaranburg Kalani AZ Ex Exh: B&L Lubbock  
 
10.3/4 months. Above medium size, medium strong, well coloured bitch of very good type and proportions. Very 
good head and expression with the desired eye colour. The ears are very large. Good length of neck, normal 
withers, straight back, croup is slightly short and slightly steep. Good forequarter angulation where the upper arm 
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should be longer and better angled. She has slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Steps 
slightly close going, correct coming. Shows good movement however the reach could be freer. VERY PROMISING 
  
2ND   SWARTZLIC FIZZ GIDGET DOB: 19/04/2015  
 S:*Schaeferhund Rafael AZ Ex Br: S Heargraves  
 D:Hausosin Fancy This Exh: B Pereira/R Pritchard 
 
Almost 12 months. Large, medium strong, substantial bitch of very good type and proportions. Strong but still 
feminine head with good medium eye colour. Normal withers, straight back and good croup. Good forequarter 
angulation where the upper arm could be slightly better angled. Slighty deep hind angulation. Slight tuck up in the 
loin. Stands correct in front. Steps loose going and correct coming. Shows very good balanced movement with very 
good reach and drive and correct sequence of steps.   VERY PROMISING  
    
3RD   GRANDWEST BELLA MIA DOB: 25/04/2015  
 S:*Ch Arkon vom Altenberger Land (imp Deu) aZ Ex Br: EXH   
 D:*Grandwest Zena AZ Ex Exh: D&C Willis   
 
11.5 months. Above medium size, medium strong puppy bitch of very good type and proportions. Very good head 
and expression with medium eye colour. Very good length of neck, normal withers, straight back, slightly short and 
slightly steep croup. Very good underline. Stands correct in front. Good forequarter angulation where the upper arm 
should be longer and better angled. Slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Steps slightly loose going and correct 
coming. Shows very good movement with very good reach and drive and the correct sequence of steps.  
   VERY PROMISING 
        
4TH    SABARANBURG PURPLE RAIN DOB: 21/05/2015  
 S:*LaShadas Xang Bang CDX RN AZ Ex Br: B&L Lubbuck  
 D:*Sabaranburg Kalani AZ Ex Exh: B&L Lubbock/D Webb 
 
10.3/4 months. Very tight scissor bite. Medium size, medium strong, well coloured and pigmented bitch of very good 
type and proportions. Very good head and expression with desired eye colour and dark masking. Good length of 
neck, normal wither with a slight dip behind, straight back with slightly short and slightly steep croup. Good 
forequarter angulation where the upper arm should be longer and better angled. Slightly deep hindquarter 
angulation. She stands correct in front. Steps slightly loose going, correct coming. Shows good movement, however 
I’d like to see the reach a little freer. VERY PROMISING 
      
5TH   ALDERHAUS VIVACIOUS BRIANA DOB: 13/06/2015  
 S:*Pepe von der Zeinteiche IPO1 (imp Deu) Ex Br: EXH   
 D:Alderhaus Queen Goldy Fakir AZ Exh: P Alder   
       
10 months. Above medium size, medium strong, slightly compact puppy bitch of very good type. Very strong 
feminine head with desired eye colour and dark masking. Level withers, straight back, slightly short and slightly 
steep croup. Prefer to see better length of neck. Good forequarter angulation, upper arm should be longer and 
better angled. Slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Steps cow hocked going and correct 
coming. Shows good movement, both the reach and drive should be more effective. 
   VERY PROMISING   

 
PUPPY DOG - STOCK COAT 

 Judge: Ms Natalie Humphries
 

Puppy Dog Stock Coat - 3 entered, 2 exhibited, 2 different sires and dams. 
 

Exhibits are very large to oversize , the winner is medium strength, the oversize dog is substantial. 
 

Eye colour is dark. 
 

Forequarters are good, hindquarters 1 correct and 1 slightly deep. 
 

Movement is good to very good. 
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1ST   SWARTZLIC KIT CARSON DOB: 19/04/2015  
 S:*Schaeferhund Rafael AZ Ex Br: S Heargraves  
 D:Hausosin Fancy This Exh: B Pereira/R Pritchard 
 
Almost 12 months. Very large, medium strong dog of very good type and proportions. Very good head and 
expression with desired eye colour. Good length of neck, normal withers, straight back, slightly short and slightly 
steep croup. Good forequarter angulation, the upper arm is long but should be slightly better angled. He has slightly 
deep hindquarter angulation. He stands correct in front. Steps loose going and correct coming. Shows very good 
balanced movement with very good reach and drive and maintains a lovely topline during gaiting. VERY 
PROMISING 
      
2ND   BRONBOREO MR TEE DOB: 1/07/2015   
 S:Bronboreo Costas Carbon Br: EXH   
  D:Seigen Toree Exh: B Pereira/R Pritchard 
 
9.5 months.  Oversize. Strong and substantial sable male of very good type and proportions. Very good head 
and expression with desired eye colour. Normal withers, straight back, slightly short, slightly steep croup. 
Good forequarter angulation, the upper arm should be longer and better angled. Correct hindquarter 
angulation. Good underline. Stands correct in front. Moves correct going and coming. Shows balanced 
movement with very good reach and drive.  PROMISING  

 
JUNIOR BITCH - LONG STOCK COAT 

Judge: Mr John Fenner 
 
1ST   HAUSOSIN ZEVA DOB: 16/02/2015  
  S:*Iccara Quentin Tarantino AZ Br: EXH   
  D:*Hausosin Tobys Town Flirt AZ VGM Exh: K Harris   
 
14 months.  60.5 cms.  Quite large, medium strong, still well proportioned long stock coat bitch of good type.  
Tan sable markings, shown slightly out of coat.  Feminine head and expression and good eye colour.  
Normal length of neck, good withers, firm back, slightly short and slightly steep croup.  Good forechest, the 
underchest could be slightly longer.  Correct in front.  Good forequarter angulations, where the upper arm 
could be a little longer and better laid.  Very good hindquarter angulations.  Steps correct going and coming, 
with both the hocks and elbows are still to achieve final firmness.  Displays balanced ground covering 
movement, where both the reach and drive could be more effective.  
Graded:  VERY GOOD 
 

JUNIOR BITCH - STOCK COAT 
Judge: Mr John Fenner 

 
Class Summary : 
 
There were five (5) entries in this class, and two (2) of those were not presented, leaving the remaining three 
(3) to be exhibited.  Two (2) of the bitches entered have both parents Breed Surveyed, and the remaining 
three (3) entered had only their sire Breed Surveyed. 
 
In first and second place, we have two anatomically superior bitches, which I would envisage as being highly 
competitive amongst the top ten Junior Bitches in Australia at this present time.  Both are very harmonious in 
construction and equally harmonious in movement, with the correctness of being free from extreme 
anatomical exaggeration that is becoming more prevalent in recent times. 
 
Waratha Blossum has such balanced and harmonious structure that features the desired length and depth 
proportions for her age, which are important to type and usefulness for future breeding.  In particular, her 
very good topline during movement was maintained with a straight and very firm back.  The overriding 
feature for this bitch as a prospective brood bitch is that there is nothing “too much or too little that requires 
fixing” for the next generation.  A consolidation and slight enhancement plan is her best mating solution.  She 
appears at this time to have the potential to mature and graduate into the Open Class with some distinction. 
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The slightly younger bitch in second place, Double Destiny, needs just a little more continued lateral 
development of her forechest (as viewed from in front), which I am confident will occur in the forthcoming 
months with suitable exercise.  That will enhance the overall performance of her forequarters to maintain her 
withers in movement.  Her movement during the class reminded me of that of her sire, *Bluemax Tiger Town.  
It was free-flowing and relatively effortless, and thus it confirmed her elevation to the Merit status 
 
Touched By An Angel is young and at a developmental stage, the outcome of which will be very interesting. 
 
1ST   AWATEA WARATHA BLOSSUM AZ DOB: 18/11/2014  
  S:*Ch Ayko von Nord Wind a (imp Hun) Z Ex Br: F Grigons   
  D:*Angie In Regnum Marianum a (imp Hun )Z Exh: D&C Willis   
 
17 months.  59.5 cms.  Well above medium size, good medium strong, very well proportioned bitch of very 
good type, with balanced anatomy and overall harmonious construction.  Well pigmented black and gold 
saddle markings.  Very good feminine head and expression, complimented by good eye colour and correct 
set and size of ears.  Good length of neck, high well placed withers, straight firm back and good croup.  Very 
good fore and underchest development.  Correct in front.  Very good forequarter angulation, where the upper 
arm could be just slightly better laid and very good hindquarter angulation.  Steps just slightly close behind 
and correct coming, both the hocks and elbows still to achieve final firmness.  Shows very good ground 
covering movement with free reach, strong drive and a very good retention of topline.  
Graded:  VERY GOOD MERIT 
 
2ND   ICCARA DOUBLE DESTINY AZ DOB: 20/12/2014 
  S:*Bluemax Tiger Town AZ Ex Br: C Mailata/S Woollard 
  D:Hausosin Rogue Trader Exh: J Glenny 
 
Almost 16 months.  58.5 cms.  Above medium size, good medium strong, very well proportioned bitch of very 
good type and very harmonious construction.  Black and tan saddle markings.  Very good feminine head and 
expression with medium eye colour.  Normal length of neck, high well placed withers, firm back and good 
croup that could be just slightly longer and better laid.  Correct in front.  Very good fore and underchest 
development for her age.  Very good forequarter angulation, where the upper arm could be just slightly better 
angled.  Very good hindquarter angulation.  Moves slightly close behind, could be just slightly firmer in 
hocks, moves correct coming, however the elbows could be slightly firmer.  Displays a very good ground 
covering movement, with free reach and strong drive, whilst retaining a good topline. 
Graded:  VERY GOOD MERIT 
 
3RD  36 ALDERHAUS TOUCHED BY AN ANGEL DOB: 26/02/2015  
  S:*Homer von Amasis HD(nn) ED(n) (imp Italy) Ex.M Br: EXH   
  D:Madrodish Your Beautiful Exh: P Alder   
 
13.5 months.  59 cms.  Well above medium size, just medium strong, compactly proportioned bitch of very 
good type and still balanced construction.  Black and gold saddle markings.  Feminine head and expression 
with medium eye colour.  Slightly short neck, high withers, her back could be slightly straighter, slightly short 
and slightly steep croup.  Good fore and underchest that still requires further development.  Correct in front.  
Good forequarter angulations, where the upper arm should be longer and better laid.  Very good hindquarter 
angulations.  Still requires further development of both the fore and underchest.  Moves slightly close behind, 
with slightly loose hocks.  Correct coming, where the elbows could be firmer.  Still shows good balanced 
ground covering movement, where both the drive and reach could be more effective, and tends to carry her 
tail in a slight hook. 
Graded:  VERY GOOD 
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JUNIOR DOG - LONG STOCK COAT 
Judge: Mrs Robyn Knuckey 

 
Class Summary Junior Dog Long Stock Coat 
 
There was only one animal entered and presented for this class. He is an above medium size sable long 
stock coat male, presented out of coat on the day. He was also the winner of the Junior LSC Class at this 
year’s GSDCA National. He is well bred with his grandsires being Yester Feuermelder and Toby 
Plassenburg. I am sure he will get some stud use once he is presented for breed survey when he is old 
enough. 
 
 
1ST   HAUSOSIN ZSIGA DOB: 16/02/2015  
 S:*Iccara Quentin Tarantino AZ Br: EXH   
 D:*Hausosin Tobys Town Flirt AZ VGM Exh: K Harris 
 
14 months. 64 cms. Above medium size, medium strong, slightly compact sable LSC dog of very good type. Good 
head and expression with good eye colour. Very good placement, size and set of ears. Ideally the strength of the 
foreface should be more pronounced. Good wither, firm back, croup is of good lay, but could be slightly longer. 
Good forequarter angulation where the lay of the shoulder should be better angled. Slightly deep hindquarter 
angulation. Stands correct in front. Good length of foreleg, good fore, slightly short underchest development. 
Presented slightly out of coat today. Steps slightly loose going, correct coming where the elbows should remain a 
little firmer. Very good ground covering movement where the pasterns should be a little firmer. The tail is a little too 
long.  VERY GOOD 

 
INTERMEDIATE DOG - STOCK COAT 

Judge: Mr Bruce Knight 
1ST   HAUSOSIN XRATED DOB: 15/10/2014  
 S:*Seigen Suris Alfie AZ Ex.M Br: K Harris   
 D:*Hausosin Livin In Sin AZ Ex Exh: T Roberts/B Pereira 
 
Just 18 months. 65 cms. Large, strong, well proportioned black and gold dog of very good type. Very good head 
and expression. Dark masking, dark eyes, well set ears. Good length of neck. High withers, straight back, well 
moulded croup that could be slightly longer. Very good angulations of both the fore and hindquarter. Balanced chest 
proportions. Steps close going, correct coming. Shows very good ground covering movement with very good reach 
and powerful drive.  VERY GOOD 
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 OPEN BITCH - STOCK COAT
Judge: Mr John Fenner 

 
Class Summary: 
 
Background 
 
Prior to this important event, a meeting of the State’s Breed Surveyors and Judges was held on Thursday 
14th April to raise and/or discuss any breed issues that were relevant to the event.  Items raised that were 
very relevant to this year’s Open Bitch Class included : 
 

Lack of Forequarter 
• Robyn said that she thinks a number of animals are starting to show a lack of a good 

forequarter even from parents with a good forequarter. 
Withers 

• There was not a lot of discussion on withers although the comment was made that there 
are some very poor withers at the moment. 

Extreme Hindquarters 
• This is starting to develop into a problem and needs to be given urgent attention before it 

becomes a major problem. 
Croups 

• The length of some croups is starting to be an issue.  Mostly short croups now, also the lay 
of the croup can be a problem. 

 
Equally across all of Australia, including WA, is the subject of the emerging and detrimental change to the 
GSD’s topline is fiercely under the most scrutinee and adverse discussion on the Breed.  The topline reflects 
all of four (4) listed issues above, and especially the divergence from the straight and firm back that is 
essential to correct locomotion in the GSD.  This is an emerging major problem. 
 
Many of the past and some evolving bloodlines in WA have also shown a continuing legacy of very poor 
Elbow Dysplasia (ED) statistics, with a combination of known evidence and anecdotal reports of Ununited 
Anconeal Process (UAP), that do not get submitted to the scheme.  
 
The SBE 2016 Open Bitch Class 
 
Leading up to the SBE, as a diligent Judge of either the Open Dog Class or Open Bitch Class, a thorough 
assessment of the “State (as in status/situation) of the Breed” must be well known and appreciated with the 
thought of how the GSD as a Breed can be best served into the future for its successful development. 
 
This entails researching all available GSD resources (Breed Surveys, Show results, Sire and Dam 
bloodlines, Direct progeny where applicable, Closely related siblings/progeny/matings where applicable, and 
etc. etc.), in the weeks leading up to the event.  A thorough knowledge (virtues and faults) of past successful 
bloodlines and emerging bloodlines is essential. 
 
Perusal of all the entries in the show revealed a most disappointing and growing trend for GSD breeding in 
WA, particularly as the first Breed Survey was conducted in WA in 1978, nearly forty (40) years ago.  Some 
members think they have more knowledge and breeding skill than is imbedded in the GSDCA Breed Survey 
and other official Breed Improvement Schemes.  As such they are at odds with the very essence of what the 
GSDCA and the GSDA of WA are all about, which is reflected in each of their Constitutions and Objects. 
 
At this point in time, the theme of my adjudication had to be for the future of the Breed in WA.  That was to 
promote physically sound and mentally sound individuals that were “fit for purpose” as potentially true GSD’s 
capable of a day’s work and producing offspring that were also of a similar potential, providing sound 
complementary mating choices are made.  We currently are seeing too many GSD’s with extreme and 
somewhat dysfunctional/inefficient anatomy, which have become the “laughing stock” of many reasonable 
and/or moderate people outside and within our GSD fraternity, world-wide. 
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Based on knowledge and experience of primarily Australian and German/European/UK GSD Breed issues, 
(virtues/faults), I chose to promote individual Open Bitches that best met the following criteria to align and 
contribute positively with how the Breed in Australia is currently developing (there is no absolute hierarchy 
with these items, it is an accumulating and overall observation of virtues and faults) : 
 

Type - Very balanced construction that was free from exaggeration, including proportions and strength.  
 

Sound hindquarters - No extremes of angulations when viewed from the side or unsound from the rear. 
 

Correct sequence of steps, with firmness of joints, both going and coming. 
 

Sound and ideal forequarters - Combination of withers, lay of shoulder and upper-arm - overall firmness. 
 

Consistent retention of withers and topline in movement, with straight and firm back, plus good croup. 
 

Movement that displayed the least energy and was most efficiently ground covering - Not overly tiring. 
 

Firm, relaxed and suitably responsive character and temperament.  Gunsure. 
 

Affirmation of the points above, plus points from the Breed Surveyors/Judges Meeting, with progeny that 
reflect consistent type, balance, soundness in construction and movement is highly desired given 
consideration to the age of the bitch.  Younger bitches, say 2 to 3 years old, may have no or minimal 
progeny opportunity, whereas older bitches, say 3 to 5+ years old, may have about 2 or 3 litters by that 
stage.   
 

This is no different in the BSZS in Germany or such like Sieger Shows elsewhere in Europe and other 
countries.  One VA for a bitch and two or three VA’s for a male is often normal in their careers.  Where 
undesirable attributes appear in progeny, it undermines the aims to possibly promote a GSD that only 
physically appears to be highly suitable for breeding. 
 

Finally, the Judge must ask themselves “Is the male or female being considered for the highest grading of 
say Excellent plus the Merit or Very Good plus the Merit, an individual that conforms to the essence of the 
Breed Standard, and also reflects the best of sound bloodlines from which it arises.  Importantly, does it 
have the best chance to contribute to a sound gene pool for the future ?”.  This includes elbows and hips. 

 
There were eleven (11) entries in this Open Bitch Class, and five (5) of those were not presented, leaving the 
remaining six (6) to be exhibited.  I was informed that some of the absentees were due to a lack of handlers, 
which was quite unfortunate, on the day.  The “individual assessments” were completed in the morning, and 
the “final run-offs, plus gradings/awards” were completed in the afternoon. 
 
My initial call-out order for the Open Bitches’ Class in the afternoon, was in the order of the following Exhibit 
Numbers :  46,  49,  47  45  41  50. 
 
Presentation of Final Placings and Gradings 
 
In summary, the Final Placings of the Open Bitches was based on correctness of type and desired virtues, 
soundness and efficient function of anatomy, positive indications of enduring performance and freedom from 
prevalent breed faults/conditions/undesired extremes, together with family ties.   
They were :  46,  49,  47  45  50  41. 
 
Final Gradings were :  3 x Excellent Merit and 3 x Excellent. 
 
At the conclusion of the Class, as the six bitches lined-up in their final placings, I made a very significant 
observation and comment on the microphone for all persons present to constructively observe, about the 
whole Class, which was relevant to the whole process.   
It concisely summed-up the status of comparative anatomical “fitness for purpose” of each individual bitch, 
even given the fact that they were not gaited over extensively.  The comment was : 
 

“ If you care to look down along this row of bitches from first place to last place, you will see a gradual and 
distinct increasing amount with which each bitch is displaying her panting tongue, and this reflects their 
comparative virtues of anatomy and balanced construction.” 

 
It was a clear picture of an appropriate result. 
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1ST   *LASHADAS JALAPENO ET DOB: 19/06/2013  
  S:*LaShadas Ocka AZ Ex.M Br: EXH   
  D:*LaShadas Vixen AZ Ex Exh: R&S Hosking 
 
2 years, 10 months.  Height 60.0 cms.  Depth 28.5 cms (47.5%).  Large, strong, very well proportioned bitch 
of very good type with balanced and harmonious construction.  Well pigmented black and gold saddle 
markings.  Strong and feminine head, with correct planes of both the skull and foreface, complemented by 
dark eyes and correct ear set.  Very good length of neck, high well placed withers, straight back and good 
croup, that is slightly steep.  Correct in front, very good fore and under chest development.  Very good fore 
and hindquarter angulations.  Steps absolutely correct behind and coming.  Displays very good ground 
covering movement, that is very balanced with powerful drive and free reach, whilst maintaining a correct 
topline.  On loose lead, maintains a correct topline with powerful drive and free reach that is very efficient.  
Off lead, she maintains a very good topline with powerful drive and very free reach.  
Graded:  EXCELLENT MERIT 
 

 

Place:  1st. Graded:  Excellent Merit 1 and State Siegerin 2016. 
 

BS Status:  BS Cl 1 
 

HD/ED Status:  A (2:5) - Z Normal (0:0) 
 

Behaviour:  Character self-assured, full of temperament and gunsure. 
 

Linebreeding:  Spellbinda Kellys Pride (3-2) Lashadas Osh Kosh (3-3), Iwan 
Lechtal (5,5-5,4). 
 

 

Sireline: *LaShadas Ocka / *LaShadas Utopian Dream / *Bruvic Bobbys Basko / Ursus v Batu / 
Hobby v Gletschertopf / Jeck v Noricum / Odin v Tannenmeise / Quando v Arminius / 
Xaver v Arminius / Lasso di Val Sole / Quanto v d Wienerau. 

Family HD/ED: As can be seen from her four generation pedigree below, good passes with their hips and 
elbows have prevailed accordingly to the era in which those schemes commenced. 

Family/Progeny: Yet to have her first litter.  She comes from very successful family lines for top progeny, 
which includes her Excellent Merit sire, Excellent dam, their forebears and her half siblings. 
This augers well for the future potential of the breeding value of this bitch. 

 

 
 
*LaShadas Jalapeno ET stamped her superior quality, as the winning bitch, in the final walking, gaiting, 
temperament and gun tests, with a second to none performance.  I would describe her as being in 
moderately good fitness condition, yet she absolutely stepped correctly going and coming, whilst her 
movement when viewed from the side, at all paces, displayed the ideal and highly desired optimal reach and 
drive, with retention of an exceptional topline, and all done with an convincing minimum of effort. 
 
This bitch was presented as part of an outstanding Breeders Group in the prime position of the four bitch 
contingent.  As part of that group, her sire and dam are obviously producers of top quality half-siblings, both 
male and female. 
 
Jalapeno exemplifies her heritage in equal parts from both her sire and dam.  She is judiciously linebred on 
Spellbinda Kellys Pride (3-2), Lashadas Osh Kosh (3-3), Iwan Lechtal (5,5-5,4).  Her connections via the 
sire-line to Ursus von Batu and via the dams maternal-line to Iwan vom Lechtal, is very significant.  This is 
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arguably a great advantage to the predictabilities of bloodlines that are the most compatible to the best of the 
flood of German bloodlines now making their mark in Australia. 
 

In my opinion at this time, Jalapeno would potentially rate very favourably in the top ten of current Australian 
Open Bitches.  Also, the value of connection to *LaShadas Utopian Dream to perpetuate the best attributes 
of Ursus vom Batu, plus the connection to *Spellbinda Kellys Pride, should not be under-estimated.  Future 
stud dogs with ED Normal status and Excellent Elbow results (85-100% Normal) are recommended. 
 
 
2ND   *SHAYGAR WILLO THE WISP CCD RN DOB: 26/12/2013  
  S:*Ch Hinterhaus French Liaison CD ET AZ Ex.M Br: JAK Smith   
  D:*Shaygar Golden Skye AZ Exh: D Freegard 
 
2 years, 4 months.  Height 60.5 cms.  Depth 27.5 cms (45.5%).  Quite large, strong, correctly proportioned 
bitch of very good type and harmonious construction.  Black and gold saddle markings.  Strong and feminine 
head of very good construction, with correct planes of the skull and foreface, a strong underjaw, good eye 
colour and correct set on of ears.  Double P1 upper left and upper right.  Correct length of neck, high, well 
placed withers, straight, firm back and very good croup.  Very good fore and underchest development for her 
age.  Stands correct in front.  Very good fore and hind quarter angulations.  Moves correct going and 
coming, with firm hocks and elbows.  On lead displays very powerful ground covering movement, with 
powerful drive, very free reach, whilst maintaining a very good topline.  On loose lead she maintains a very 
effective ground covering movement, with powerful drive and free reach, whilst maintaining a very good top 
line.  Off lead she maintains her easy, very effective ground covering movement, with strong drive, free reach 
and maintains a very good top line.  
Graded:  EXCELLENT MERIT 
 

 

Place:  2nd.  Graded:  Excellent Merit 2. 
 

BS Status:  BS Cl 1 
 

HD/ED Status:  A (2:1) - Z Normal (0:0) 
 

Behaviour:  Character self-assured, full of temperament and gunsure. 
 

Linebreeding:  Iwan Lechtal (4,5-5,5). 
 

 

Sireline: *Ch Hinterhaus French Liaison / As du Domaine du Val d’Avlnoy / Zamp v Thermodos / 
Quantum v Arminius / Dux della Valcuvia / Max della Loggia dei Mercanti / Visum v 
Arminius / Jeck v Noricum / Odin v Tannenmeise / Quando v Arminius / Xaver v Arminius 
/ Lasso di Val Sole / Quanto v d Wienerau. 

Family HD/ED: Her sire and his littermates have benefited from her grand sire, As du Domaine du Val 
d’Avlnoy.  Current results are HD (0 to 10 scores - 91%) and ED (Normal scores - 91.5%). 
This is also reflected by her four generation pedigree below, with good passes. 

Family/Progeny: Yet to have her first litter.  She comes from very successful family lines for top progeny, 
which includes her State Sieger Excellent Merit sire, Excellent dam, their forebears and her 
half siblings.  This augers well for the future potential of the breeding value of this bitch. 
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The second placed bitch *Shaygar Willo The Wisp CCD RN, also showed her higher quality in the final 
walking, gaiting, temperament and gun tests, with a very assuring performance.  I would describe her as 
being in very good fitness, as she was presented in very firm and dry condition.  She steps correctly going 
and coming, whilst her movement when viewed from the side, at all paces, displayed the ideal and highly 
desired optimal reach and drive, with retention of a very good topline.  Her gaiting was done with a very 
reassuring minimum of effort.  Also at this early stage, she shows her potential aptitude for work with passes 
in the basic classes for Obedience and Rally-O. 
 

This bitch is the daughter of the 2014 WA State Sieger *Hinterhaus French Liaison A Z, a son of *As du 
Domaine du Val d’Avlnoy, and part of an outstanding progeny group in the prime position of the male 
contingent.  As part of that, her sire and dam are connected producers of top quality half-siblings, both male 
and female, in WA, SA, NSW and Victoria.  As has HD (0-10 scores - 91%) and ED (Normal scores - 91.5%). 
 

Willo typifies the union of her parents, with a significant leaning to her sireline in type, whilst being much in 
the best type of brood bitch, that breeders may hope to gain.  She is usefully linebred on Iwan Lechtal (4,5-
5,5).  Her connections via the sire-line to Zamp vom Thermodos and Quantum von Arminius are very 
valuable for breeding and the establishment of correct type.  Via the sire’s maternal-line and the dam’s 
paternal and maternal bloodlines lies the link to Iwan vom Lechtal, one of the best connections to Mark vom 
Haus Beck.   
 
This overall is arguably a great advantage to the predictabilities of her bloodlines that are the most 
compatible to the best of the flood of German bloodlines now making their mark in Australia.  Future stud 
dogs with ED Normal status and Excellent Elbow results (85-100% Normal) are recommended. 
 
 
3RD   *BRUVIC CHELSEAS CAPTIVATION DOB: 6/07/2013   
  S:*Seigen Suris Alfie AZ Ex.M Br: B&V Knight/C Baker 
  D:*Ch Bruvic Wild Orchid AZ Exh: V Knight/C Gallacher 
 
2 years, 9.5 months.  Height 59.0 cms.  Depth 28.0 cms (47.5%).  Well above medium size, strong, very well 
proportioned bitch of very good type and very harmonious construction.  Well pigmented black and gold 
saddle markings.  Very good head and expression, complemented by dark eyes and good ear set.  Good 
length of neck, high well placed withers, straight back and very good croup.  Stands correct in front.  Very 
good fore and underchest development for her age.  Very good fore and hindquarter angulations.  Steps 
correct going and coming.  Displays very good ground covering movement, powerful drive, free reach and 
maintains a very good top line.  On loose lead shows the same enthusiastic ground covering movement, with 
strong drive and free reach.  Off lead still shows effective ground covering movement maintaining her 
powerful drive and free reach, whilst retaining a very good top line. 
Graded:  EXCELLENT MERIT 
 

 
Place:  3rd.  Graded:  Excellent Merit 3. 
 

BS Status:  BS Cl 1 
 

HD/ED Status:  A (1:1) - Z Normal (0:0) 
 

Behaviour:  Character self-assured, full of temperament and gunsure. 
 

Linebreeding:  Iwan Lechtal (5-5). 
 

 
Sireline: *Seigen Suris Alfie / Seigen Vantage Point / Pino v Drei Birkenzwinger / Fello v 

Farbenspiel / Eros v d Luisenstrasse / Cello v d Romerau / Natz v Hasenborn / Dax v d 
Wienerau / Jupp v d Haller Farm / Jonny v d Rheinhalle / Mutz v d Pelztierfarm. 

 
Dam’s Sireline: Ch Bruvic Wild Orchid / Kardin Kruger / Kwint v Juerikstall / Levis v Fossenbrone / Urk v 

d Wienerau / Gorbi v d Wienerau / Zamb v d Wienerau / Odin v Tannenmeise / Quando v 
Arminius / Xaver v Arminius / Lasso di Val Sole / Quanto v d Wienerau. 

 
Family HD/ED: Her sire’s recent statistics are HD (0 to 10 scores - 94%) and ED (Normal scores - 65%). 

Her maternal grand sire’s statistics are HD (0 to 10 scores - 85%) and ED (Normal scores - 
77%).  
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Family/Progeny: Yet to have her first litter.  She comes from very successful mother (and aunt) line for top 

progeny, and her father is a 3 x State Sieger Excellent Merit sire. 
 

 
 
The third placed bitch *Bruvic Chelseas Captivation, also showed her higher quality in the final walking, 
gaiting, temperament and gun tests, with an even and assuring performance.  She was presented in very 
good fitness, being in very firm and dry condition.  She steps correctly going and coming, whilst her 
movement when viewed from the side, at all paces, displayed an economical and very balanced reach and 
drive, with very good retention of a smooth topline.  Her gaiting was done effectively with a reassuring 
minimum of effort. 
 
This bitch is the daughter of the very successful *Ch Bruvic Wild Orchid A Z, who has a very well above 
quality sister.  Both Chelsea and her sister are very typical of the best outcomes of their parent’s sirelines.  
They are capable of producing top quality males and females.  I see Chelseas Captivation as being a very 
useful combination of Suris Alfie and Wild Orchid that reflects the best features of both her sire and dam. 
 
Chelseas Captivation typifies the union of her parents, with a slight leaning to her dam in type, whilst also 
being a very good type of brood bitch, which is free from any noteworthy shortcomings.  She is usefully 
linebred on Iwan Lechtal (5-5).  Her connections via the sire-line to Fello vom Farbenspiel is very useful and 
connections via her dam to *Kwint vom Juerikstall and *LaShadas Utopian Dream are very valuable for 
breeding and the continuance of a desired type.  This also is overall a great advantage to the predictabilities 
of her bloodlines that are the most compatible to the best of the German bloodlines now coming into 
Australia.  Stud dogs with ED Normal status, Excellent Elbow results and firm ears are recommended. 
 
4TH  45 *SHAYGAR FALLON  DOB: 21/02/2013  
  S:*Schaeferhund Rafael AZ Ex Br: EXH   
  D:*Shaygar Jaxonique AZ Ex.M Exh: JAK Smith  
 
3 years, 2 months.  Height 58.5 cms.  Depth 27.5 cms (47.0%).  Above medium size, strong, very well 
proportioned bitch of very good type with harmonious, balanced construction.  Well pigmented, black and 
gold saddle markings.  Very good head and expression, with good eye colour, correct set of ears and very 
good planes of the skull and foreface.  Good length of neck, high well placed withers, straight back and good 
croup.  Very good fore and underchest development for her age.  Stands correct in front.  Very good fore and 
hindquarter angulations.  Steps correct going and coming, elbows still to achieve final firmness.  Displays 
very roomy ground covering movement, with free reach, strong drive and retains a good top line.  On loose 
lead still shows very effective ground covering movement, with free reach and strong drive, while still 
retaining a very good top line.  Off lead still shows effective ground covering movement with powerful drive, 
free reach and maintains a level top line.  
Graded:  EXCELLENT 
 
Place:  4th. Graded:  Excellent 1. 
 
BS Status BS Cl 1 
 
HD/ED Status A (4:1) - Z Normal (0:0) 
 
Behaviour: Character firm, full of temperament and gunsure. 
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Linebreeding: Iwan Lechtal (5-4,4), Jello Michelstadter Rathaus (5-5). 
 
Progeny: Too young, but some may need to be presented next year to assist inclusion into the Merit 

group. 
 
Family HD/ED: Her sire’s status is A (1:4) - Z Normal (0:0) 

Her dam’s status is A (2:4) - Z Normal (0:0) 
Her brother’s status is A (1:4) - Z Normal (0:0) 

 
Family/Progeny: Yet to have her first litter.  She has an Excellent graded brother of similar type and similar 

overall construction. 
 

 
 
With a very suitable mating and the right progeny, I think she may be capable of a Merit status in the future.  
Future stud dogs with ED Normal status and Excellent Elbow results (85-100% Normal) are recommended. 
 
I look forward to seeing Fallon’s first litter and watching their development.  This breeder has the happy 
knack of positively progressing forward with better and better offspring in the next generations, as attested 
by the Excellent Merit 2 bitch, *Shaygar Willo The Wisp CCD RN, at this event. 
 
 
5TH  50 VOLSCARO RIVER OF CHAMPAGNE AZ DOB: 22/02/2014 
  S:*Seigen Suris Alfie AZ Ex.M Br: L Pearson  
  D:*Volscaro Ciao Bella ET CCD AZ Ex.M Exh: KR,RT & CA Knuckey 
 
2 years, 2 months.  Height 58.5 cms.  Depth 26.5 cms (45.3%).  Above medium size, good medium strong, 
still well proportioned bitch of good type and overall balanced construction.  Well pigmented black and gold 
saddle markings.  Good head and expression, complemented by good masking, ear set and eye colour.  
Normal length of neck, normal withers with slight dip behind.  Middle of her back tends to roach.  Slightly 
short and slightly steep croup, where the tail is set slightly high.  Good fore and underchest development for 
her age.  Correct in front.  Good fore quarter angulation, where both the lay of the upper arm and shoulder 
could be more pronounced.  Good hindquarter angulation that is somewhat deep.  Moves wide and slightly 
cow hocked behind.  Still shows effective ground covering movement, with powerful drive.  Reach could be a 
little more free and should retain a higher withers.  On loose leash she maintains her strong drive, her reach 
could be more free and she falls on the forehand.  Off lead she falls on the forehand, her drive is still 
effective, but she needs to be able to reach more freely and maintain her withers, where the roach in her 
back becomes more prominent.  
Graded:  EXCELLENT 
 
Place:  5th. Graded:  Excellent. 
 
BS Status BS Cl 1 
 
HD/ED Status A (2:2) - Z Grade 1 (0:1) 
 
Behaviour: Character firm, good temperament and gunsure. 
 
Linebreeding: Iwan Lechtal (5-5). 
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Sireline: *Seigen Suris Alfie / Seigen Vantage Point / Pino v Drei Birkenzwinger / Fello v 

Farbenspiel / Eros v d Luisenstrasse / Cello v d Romerau / Natz v Hasenborn / Dax v d 
Wienerau / Jupp v d Haller Farm / Jonny v d Rheinhalle / Mutz v d Pelztierfarm. 

 
Progeny/Family: Yet to have her first litter.  She has an Excellent graded brother of dissimilar type and quite 

different overall structure, being more moderate and balanced, with a straight back, and 
with little exaggeration in his anatomical construction.  What is similar, is they both have 
dark eyes, strong black pigmentation and dark masking on their heads.  Also I have seen 
her sister very briefly, and she too is dissimilar type and of different overall structure. 

 
Family HD/ED: Her sire’s recent statistics are HD (0 to 10 scores - 94%) and ED (Normal scores - 65%). 

Her dam’s sire’s statistics are HD (0 to 10 scores - 90%) and ED (Normal scores - 59%). 
Her dam’s status is A (2:3) - Z Normal (0:0) 
Her grand dam’s status is A (1:4) - Z Grade 2 (2:2) 

 

 
 
A disappointing performance by the team associated with this bitch. 
 
Future utilization of only stud dogs with an ED Normal status and are Excellent Elbow producers (85-100% 
Normal) is highly recommended in forthcoming matings. 
 
 
6TH  41 *VOLSCARO CIAO BELLA ET CCD DOB: 25/04/2011  
  S:*Nord Ch Fasties Elle Willy Wonka SchH3 HD ED V (imp Nor) Ex.M Br: L Pearson 
  D:*Volscaro Missy Brown AZ Ex.M Exh: L Pearson/T Roberts 
 
Nearly 5 years.  Height 58.5 cms.  Depth 26.5 cms (45.3%).  Just above medium size, good medium strong, 
very well proportioned bitch of very good type, with balanced and harmonious construction.  Very well 
pigmented black and gold saddle markings.  Stands correct in front.  Front feet could be more arched and 
compact.  Very good head and expression with dark eyes and correct ear set.  She has very good planes of 
the foreface and skull.  Normal length of neck, carried slightly erect, high withers, straight, firm back, slightly 
short and slightly steep croup.  Very good fore and underchest development for her age.  Very good 
forequarter angulation, where the upper arm could be slightly longer and better laid.  Very good hindquarter 
angulations.  Steps correct behind, where the hocks should be slightly firmer.  Steps good coming, where the 
elbows should be slightly firmer.  Displays very good ground covering movement which is very balanced and 
where she maximises both her reach and drive.  On loose leash, retains her flowing movement with good 
reach and drive.  Off lead, retains her balanced ground covering movement with good retention of top line.  
Graded:  EXCELLENT 
 
Place:  6th. Graded:  Excellent. 
 
BS Status BS Cl 1 
 
HD/ED Status A (2:3) - Z Normal (0:0) 
 
Behaviour: Character firm, good temperament and gunsure. 
 
Linebreeding: Lasso vom Neuen Berg (5-5). 
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Sireline: Fasties Willy Wonka / Solo v Team Fiemereck / Nero v Nöbachtal / Enzo v Buchhorn / 

Lasso v Neuen Berg / Folemarkens Jasso / Mark v Haus Beck / Fedor v Arminius / 
Lasso v Wiedenbrücker Land / Zorro v Haus Beck / Frei v Holtkämper See / Canto v d 
Wienerau. 

 
Family HD/ED: Her sire’s recent statistics are HD (0 to 10 scores - 90%) and ED (Normal scores - 59%). 

Her maternal grandsire’s status is A (1:0) - Z Normal (0:0).  
Her dam’s (Volscaro Missy Brown) status is A (1:4) - Z Grade 2 (2:2) 
Her daughter’s (Volscaro River of Champagne) status is A (2:2) - Z Grade 1 (0:1) 
Her half-sister’s (via her dam) status is A (5:5) - Z Grade 1 (1:1) 
Her grand dam’s (Volscaro Classic Brown) status is A (4:4) - Z Grade 2 (2:2) 
 

Her grand dam’s dam (Denargun Trim Sally AZ) status is unknown, and her sire is Iniff 
Vagrant whose statistic for ED scores is (Normal - 62%, Grade 1 21%, Grade 2 13%, 
Grade 3 3% and 1% also had UAP).  Trim Sally’s results for producing elbows is 2 x 
Normal,  1 x Grade 1,  2 x Grade 2 and 1 x Grade 3, plus 1 x Not submitted. 
 

Her grand dam’s sire (Denargun Browed Off) was regarded as a “Poor Elbow Producer” 
with his final statistics for HD (0 to 10 scores - 86%) and ED scores of (Normal - 55%, Near 
Normal 0%, Grade 1 30%, Grade 2 11%, Grade 3 3% and from which 5% also had UAP) 

 
Family/Progeny: Appears to have had only two litters, both to the same sire, to this point in time.  She 

comes from a mother (and family) line that have a poor statistical record for sufficient 
Normal elbows, and her father has only a status of 59% Normal elbows. 

 
Unfortunately, Bella is currently linked to concerning numbers of poor elbow results from the past, and now a 
less than desirable result has occurred with her daughter River, that also carries some other impediments to 
her overall breed worth.  With that knowledge, I implore Bella’s owners to choose judiciously with any future 
mating to dogs with impeccable elbow results, these are readily available from the GSDCA Website, to 
hopefully reinforce her own praiseworthy HD/ED status of A (2:3) - Z Normal (0:0). 
 
Her over-strenuous, fleeting gait in the class was not ideally enduring for this older bitch.  Towards the end of 
the class, that was only gaited moderately, surprisingly, Bella’s inability to remain ahead of a very willing and 
younger bitch did reveal those final placings on the day. 
 
 
At the beginning of my summary, I made the comment, re “fitness for purpose”  :  
 

“ If you care to look down along this row of bitches from first place to last place, you will see a gradual and 
distinct increasing amount with which each bitch is displaying her panting tongue, and this reflects their 
comparative virtues of anatomy and balanced construction.” 

 
It was a clear picture of an appropriate result. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

OPEN DOG - STOCK COAT 
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Judge:  Mrs Robyn Knuckey 
  
Class Summary Open Dog Stock Coat 
 
There were 8 males entered in the Open Dog Class with 5 presented on the day. This class was divided into 
2 parts, there were 2 older males that had progeny presented in the show, including the Open Classes and 3 
younger males that are yet to be used at stud or only have puppies that are not old enough to be exhibited. 
The principles of judging the Open Class, as advertised in the SBE Schedule and Catalogue were used in 
adjudicating this class. 
 

• Actual breed contribution to this point of time and probability of future breed contribution 
• Anatomical virtues, character and temperament attributes, and achievement qualifications 
• Performance in the past and presentation on the day 

Excellent Merits were awarded to the first 2 males, due to quality of their progeny, they have both been 
placed on the pegs in the Open Class at a National and both performed very well in the ring in the on lead 
and off lead gaiting.  
 
The next 2 dogs were graded Excellent, as they have not been used at stud, but both have breed potential, 
with excellent masculinity and pigmentation. 
 
The 5th dog is an excellent young male and would have been placed 3th and the first of the Excellents on the 
day, but had an adverse reaction to the gun test and therefore placed 5th and ungraded on this occasion. 
 
The most common line-breeding for the open class entry was Iwan vom Lechtal. What is very pleasing to 
note is all dogs exhibited have a normal elbow grading. 
 
1st Place and Sieger 
*Ch Siegen Suris Alfie A 3.3 Z 0.0, Excellent Merit - line breeding nil  
 
His previous show career is WA SBE Sieger in 2013 & 2015, 10th Open Dog at the 2015 GSDCA National, 
he also presented a progeny group at the same National that was very well received by the NBC Executive. 
Alfie has also been RUIS at the West Coast Challenge. He had a very good progeny group presented at this 
show with 4 entered in the Open Classes and 3 presented. 
 
His breed scheme statistics are, as at September 2015, 136 puppies registered through the ANKC, with 23 
presented to the A & Z stamp scheme. 
 
Mean Score for hips is 8 and his results for elbows are 74% normal and 26% grade 1. 
 
Progeny successfully presented for Breed Survey is 10. 
 
His progeny results at this show are: 
 

• 1st place Very Good Intermediate Dog 
• 3rd place Excellent Merit Open Bitch 
• 5th place Excellent Open Bitch 
• 4th place Excellent Open Dog 

Alfie was presented in excellent coat and overall general condition. His off lead gaiting was very well done, 
demonstrating his powerful movement was consistent with his on lead gaiting performance. 
 
His virtues that he gives to his progeny are excellent pigmentation, overall very good size (medium to large), 
correct eye colour and shape, excellent head structure, in some cases the ears maybe a little wide set, clear 
definition of the sexes. They are firm and dry, with an obvious willingness to work. They were a very typey 
group to Alfie, demonstrating the predictability of him as a sire. He has also maintained his correct 
proportions, with his measurements of 64.5cm/31cm of height to depth at 47.7% at the show. 
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As this is his 3rd title as Sieger, it is now time for him to be retired from the SBE and pass the mantle to the 
next male that can complement his very good daughters. It will be interesting to see if any of his sons are 
used at stud and if they can continue with the virtues of the sire. Congratulations to his owners Tracy 
Roberts and Christine Gallacher. 
 
2nd place * Schaeferhund Rafael A 1.4 Z 0.0, Ecxellent Merit 
Line breeding – Rikkor Bad Boll 5-5, Ursus Batu 5-5. 
 
Rafael has only resided in WA for the past 6 months, previously living in Victoria with Sharon Hargraves. Raf 
is a mature male with progeny presented in several classes over the weekend. He has been shown 
extensively and his highlight was 9th place in the Open Dog class at the 2015 GSDCA National. 
 
His breed scheme statistics are, as at September 2015, 141 puppies registered through the ANKC, with 10 
presented to the A & Z stamp scheme. 
 
Mean Score for hips is 5.3 and his results for elbows are 80% normal and 20% grade 1. 
 
Progeny successfully presented for Breed Survey is 4. 
 
His progeny results at the show are: 
 

• 5th place Very Promising and 8th place Promising Baby Bitch 
• 2nd place Very Promising Puppy Bitch 
• 1st place Very Promising Puppy Dog 
• 4th place Excellent Open Bitch 
• 3rd place Excellent Open Dog 

Raf was presented in excellent condition, with powerful gaiting performances in both the on lead and off lead 
gaiting exercises. His off lead gaiting was very well done, demonstrating some training had been done prior 
to the event. 
 
He too presented a progeny group for the SBE, with a mixture of classes presented. The group was in the 
stamp of Raf, large, dry and firm, overall very good pigmentation with a strong willingness to run. He has 
measured 65cm/31.5cm height to depth, with a percentage of 48.4% for height to depth ratio. 
 
Hopefully we will see a bigger progeny group from this male in the future as he is used by the breeders of 
Western Australia.  Congratulations to his owners Bronson Pereira and Rob Pritchard. 
 
3rd place *Shaygar Falcon A 1.4 Z 0.0, Excellent, Line Breeding Iwan Lechtal 5-4,4 & Jello 
Michelstadter Rathaus 5-5 
 
Today was the first of the Excellent graded dogs and directly behind his sire. He is very much in the type of 
his father Schaeferhund Rafael. His mother is the Excellent Merit bitch Shaygar Jaxonique. Falcon has been 
placed at shows in WA and has yet to be used at stud as far as I know. His litter sister was also graded 
Excellent in the Open Bitch class. He is just over 3 years of age and entering his time to be a fully mature 
male, as he is so much in the type of his sire, I believe he will be a predictable sire if used by the breeders of 
WA. His measurements were 65.5cm/31cm for height and depth. His ratios are 47.3% for height to depth. 
 
Congratulations to his breeder and owner Jacqui Smith. 
 
4th place *Volscaro Lenton Brae A 2.2 Z 0.0, Excellent, Line Breeding Iwan Lechtal 5-5 
The youngest dog in the class at just over 2 years, a son of the Sieger Siegen Suris Alfie. He is the most 
correct sized dog at 64cm, where his sire was 64.5cms. He has had no stud work at present, he is currently 
being trialled in CCD, and we are seeing a combination of work and show with this dog. His litter sister and 
dam were both graded Excellent in the Open Bitch class. His mother Volscaro Ciao Bella has been graded 
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Excellent Merit previously. He is a dog of good size and excellent pigmentation, with very good masculine 
head. His measurements are64cm/29.5cm for a height to depth. His ratios are 46.1% for height to depth. 
 
Congratulations to his owner Rachael Laubsch. 
 
5th place *Joanchell Panto IID Hun A 2.4 Z 0.0 H Neg, ungraded, Line Breeding nil 
 
Panto is another young dog, at not quite 3 years. He is well bred with his sire being a Naxos son and his 
mother, Bonita van Contra (imp Hun) graded Excellent Merit at the 2014 SBE. He has had a successful 
show career to date, highlighted as RUIS at last year’s West Coast Challenge. This is a very good young 
male that stands without exaggeration. But on the day was not confident on the gun test and was placed 5th 
and ungraded on the day. He is a dog I like very much, has had 1 litter to date where the puppies are not old 
enough for the show ring. If he had been confident on the gun test would have been placed 3rd and the first 
of the Excellent graded males. His measurements were 65cm/30.5cm for height to depth. His ratios are 
46.9% for height to depth. 
 

 

 
WA STATE SIEGER 2016 – SEIGEN SURIS ALFIE 

 
1ST   *SEIGEN SURIS ALFIE  DOB: 17/09/2010  
 S:*Seigen Vantage Point AZ Ex Br: D&C Gallacher  
 D:*Kazkiri Suri AZ VG Exh: D&C Gallacher/ 
    T Roberts  
 
5 years 7months. 64.5 cms. Depth 31 cms. Double P1 upper right. Large, strong, substantial, very well pigmented 
and coloured masculine black and tan dog of correct proportions. Masculine head and expression with correct size, 
set and placement of ears and correctly coloured, almond shaped eyes. High wither, firm back, croup could be 
longer and slightly better laid. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation with good breadth of thigh. Presented 
today in very good coat condition. He continues to maintain his correct height to depth proportions even as a 
mature male dog. Stands correct in front. Very good fore and underchest development. Steps correct going where 
the hocks could be just slightly firmer. Correct coming where the elbows should remain firmer. Balanced far 
reaching movement with correct sequence of steps maintaining a good outline. In the loose lead gaiting, he 
presents the same picture as in working into the lead. The off lead exercise was very well done with correct control 
from the handler. The dog again presented himself with very good reach and drive maintaining a correct outline.  
   EXCELLENT MERIT 
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WA STATE VICE SIEGER 2016 – SCHAEFERHUND RAFAEL 

 
 

2ND   *SCHAEFERHUND RAFAEL DOB: 15/12/2010  
 S:*Vegas von Dongmiran (imp NDL) Br: Bohdal   
 D:Schaeferhund Celena Exh: B Pereira/R Pritchard 
 
5 years 5 months. 65 cms. Depth 31.5 cms. Large, medium strong, masculine, substantial, well proportioned black 
& tan male of very good type. Masculine head and expression with good ear placement, correct eye colour and 
shape. Praiseworthy strength of the foreface. High wither, slight dip behind, croup is of good lay but could be 
longer. Very good forequarter angulation where the upper arm could be just slightly better angled. Very good 
hindquarter angulation. Very good fore and underchest development. Stands correct in front. Steps correct going 
with good firmness of hocks. Correct coming where the elbows should remain a little firmer. Powerful dynamic 
movement where the dip behind the wither is evident in the on lead gaiting. Loose lead gaiting, the dog continues to 
gait with expansive movement and similar topline to the on lead gaiting. In the off lead gaiting exercise the dog 
presented with very good ground covering movement and maintained his wither. EXCELLENT MERIT  
      
3RD   *SHAYGAR FALCON  DOB: 21/02/2013  
 S:*Schaeferhund Rafael AZ Ex Br: EXH   
 D:*Shaygar Jaxonique AZ Ex.M Exh: JAK Smith   
 
3 years 2 months. 65.5 cms. Depth 31 cms. Under developed P2 upper right and upper left. Very large, medium 
strong, masculine dog of very good type. Masculine head and expression with good eye colour. The overall head 
structure is marred by a roman nose. Good wither, slight dip behind, croup could be longer and better laid. Good 
fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front where the feet should be a little more closed. 
Good fore, pronounced underchest development. Steps going slightly throwing the left hock. The hocks should 
remain a little firmer. Slightly narrow coming where the elbows should remain a little firmer. Powerful dynamic far 
reaching movement with good firmness of the topline in the gaiting on lead. Loose lead gaiting showed a little less 
expansion in movement. In the off lead gaiting the wither could remain a little more pronounced and the reach and 
drive could be more expansive. EXCELLENT 
 
 
 
4TH   *VOLSCARO LENTON BRAE  DOB: 22/02/2014  
 S:*Seigen Suris Alfie AZ Ex.M Br: L Pearson   
 D:*Volscaro Ciao Bella ET CCD AZ Ex.M Exh: R Laubsch   
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2 years 2 months. 64 cms. Depth 29.5 cms. Above medium size, medium strong, masculine, substantial, very well 
coloured and pigmented dog of overall very good type. Masculine head with correct planes of skull and foreface. 
Praiseworthy masking, correct size, set and placement of ears. Correct eye colour and shape. Praiseworthy 
strength of skull and foreface. Good wither, slight dip behind, croup could be slightly longer and better laid. Good 
fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Very good fore and underchest development. Very good length of 
foreleg. Stands correct in front where the pasterns are a little upright. Steps slightly narrow going with good firmness 
of hocks. Correct coming where the elbows should remain firmer. In movement has a very good sequence of steps 
with good firmness of the topline however the drive could be just a little more effective. In the loose lead gaiting the 
carriage of the witherline could be more pronounced. The off lead gaiting was very well done, again the wither 
should remain a little higher and the drive more effective.  EXCELLENT 
 
5TH   *JOANCHELL PANTO (IID Hun) H.Neg DOB: 19/05/2013  
 S:*Dux von der Glockenheide AD SchH3 a ED (Deu) Br: EXH   
  D:*Bonita van Contra HDa1 EDn Ex.M (imp Hun) Exh: J&A Mitchell  
 
2 years 10 months. 65 cms. Depth 30.5 cms. Large, medium strong, masculine, well proportioned and well 
pigmented dog of very good type. Masculine head and expression with very good eye colour and eye shape. 
Praiseworthy masking and correct size, set and placement of ears. High wither, firm straight back, croup is of good 
lay but could be slightly longer. Good forequarter where the upper arm could be slightly longer. Good hindquarter 
angulation. Stands correct in front with very good height to depth ratio. Good fore and underchest development. In 
stance presents with much harmony and without exaggeration. Steps slightly narrow going and slightly narrow 
coming with good firmness of elbows. Very good powerful ground coverage with correct sequence of steps in the on 
lead gaiting. In the loose lead gaiting, presents with much harmony and very good wither line. In the off lead gaiting 
again presents a very good picture, however the movement could be just a little more expansive. He unfortunately 
failed the gun test today. UNGRADED 
 
 

 
BREEDERS GROUPS 

Judge: Mr John Fenner and Breed Surveyors Panel 
 
This was the only Breeders Group entered in the 2016 WA State Breed Exhibition.  As such, seven (7) 
representatives were permitted to participate, which is in excess of the normal five (5) that represent a group 
in the normal competition class. 
 
LaShadas Kennels (Stock Coats) 
 

1. “*LaShadas Ocka”  (*LaShadas Utopian Dream - *LaShadas Xtreme Pink) 
2. “*LaShadas Quan”  (*LaShadas Ocka - *LaShadas Kokomo) 
3. “*LaShadas Xang Bang”  (*LaShadas Diesel - *LaShadas Xtreme Pink) 
4. “*LaShadas Jalapeno”  (*LaShadas Ocka - *LaShadas Vixen) 
5. “*LaShadas Onyx”  (*LaShadas Chick Magnet - *LaShadas Vixen) 
6. “*LaShadas Nasi Goreng”  (*Toby vd Plassenberg - *LaShadas Butterfly Kisses) 
7.  “LaShadas Sugar Bomb”  (*LaShadas Xhibitionist - *LaShadas Butterfly Kisses) 

 
This group of Stock Coats contained a high degree of difficulty, as it comprises three (3) males and four (4) 
females from six (6) different sires and four (4) different dams.   
 
There is a very clear definition of sexual characteristics, the males are clearly males and the females are 
definitely strong and feminine.  The type in such a large group is a little mixed, however the overall group is 
quite impressive and all individuals are of a very good type. 
 
The males stand with high withers and overall very good anatomy with good proportions.  They have very 
good length of foreleg and good height to length proportions.  Also they have very good fore and underline. 
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The females have strong but feminine heads with good masking and eye colour.  They stand in good 
proportions and have very good fore and underchest development for their various ages.  Generally the 
bitches have very good length of neck, high well placed withers and good croups. 
 
As a whole group they stand correct in front.  Stepping out and back, the individuals move correct going and 
coming, in two cases the elbows could be just slightly firmer.  None have extreme angulation of the 
hindquarters.  In movement as a group, they all display very good ground covering movement, with very 
balanced free reach and strong drive, whilst maintaining very good toplines. 
 
The LaShadas breeders on this occasion have presented a group of very diverse bloodlines and of extreme 
difficulty regarding achievement of consistent high quality type, anatomy and movement for all individuals in 
that group.  They have successfully met the challenge of presenting an exceptional Breeders Group at the 
2016 SBE. 
 

 
SIRE’S PROGENY CLASS 
Judge: Mrs Robyn Knuckey 

 
*Seigen Suris Alfie Ex.M 
 
Sire present.   
3 males and 2 females presented, representing one Open dog, one Intermediate dog, two Open bitches and 
one Junior bitch (Baby Puppy bitch entered but scratched on the day). 
 
Very clear sexual definition, males to females. The progeny stand in the type of the sire. Strength is medium 
strong to strong, with overall very good pigmentation and colour. All have very good heads and expression, 
correct eye colour and dark masking.  All are of good size. Withers are very good, firm backs and overall the 
croups are of good lay but could be longer. The forequarter is good to very good, with some animals the lay 
of the shoulder could be a little more correct. Some stand not quite correct in front.  Showed a very good 
willingness to work, with very good ground coverage. In some animals the wither carriage could be a little 
higher in movement. Overall they step correct coming and slightly narrow going. 
 
*Sensen Mann Yokon (Imp Fin) Ex 
 
Sire not present.   
1 male and 2 females presented, all class winners this week-end consisting one Minor bitch, one Baby 
Puppy bitch, one Baby Puppy long stock coat dog. 
 
Very good head structure, very good eye colour, very good pigmentation and overall very good type.   Very 
good withers and firm back, the croups a little short and steep.  The overall movement is very balanced for 
their age. The puppies are very young and have very good promise for their age. We look forward to seeing 
further development in the coming 12 months. 
 
*Schaeferhund Rafael 
 
Sire present. 
2 males and 4 females presented.  One Open dog, one Puppy dog, one Open bitch, one Puppy bitch and 
two Baby bitches. 
 
Good sexual definition of the sexes.  This group is a little mixed in type, slightly stretched body proportions. 
Large with overall good strength. Very good heads, with good eye colour, good wither, some with slight dip 
behind, croups could be slightly longer and better laid. Forequarters are overall of good angulation and 
hindquarters are very good overall. Stand correct in front, some of the pasterns could be just a little firmer.  
All are of good quality.  Stepping cleanly going, elbows could be slightly firmer.  Overall very good length of 
foreleg.  Good willingness to run. 
 

CRITIQUE ONLY CLASS 
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59 SEIGEN AUSSIE BOY – Judge: Robyn Knuckey DOB: 7/07/2014  
 S:*Gerry vom Schacher AZ Ex Br: D&C Gallacher 
 D:Seigen Crunchies Ava Exh: G Wellman  
 
21 months.  63.5cm.  Very well pigmented, black and tan, long stock coat dog of slightly compact proportions.  Very 
good head and expression. Good wither, firm back, croup could be longer and better laid.  Good fore and very good 
hindquarter angulations, tail has a slight hook.  Stands not quite correct in front.  Very good length of foreleg.  Steps 
slightly narrow going and wide coming where the elbows should be firmer.  Balanced, ground-covering movement 
with good firmness of ligamentation. 
     
65 ICCARA XERES  – Judge: Natalie Humphries DOB: 11/10/2015 
 S:*Bluemax Tiger Town AZ Ex Br: C Mailata/S Woollard
 D:Iccara Vanity Exh: R&L O'Connor  
 
6 ½ months old female.  Above medium size, medium strong minor bitch of very good type and proportions. Very 
good head and expression with desired dark eye and dark masking. Normal withers, straight back, slightly short and 
slightly steep croup. Very good underline. Good forequarter angulation, slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Stands 
correct in front. Steps slightly loose going, correct coming. Shows good balanced movement. Correct dentition. 
     
66 VOLSCARO SUMMER – Judge:  Honey Gross-Richardson DOB: 3/02/2015  DOB: 3/02/2015    
 S:*Seigen Suris Alfie AZ Ex.M Br: Volscaro Kennels 
 D:*Volscaro Ciao Bella ET CCD AZ Ex.M Exh: D Misty 
   
14 months. 60 cm. A large, medium strong, typey and expressive, well pigmented bitch of harmonious construction. 
She has a feminine, well shaped head and expression with the desired dark eyes and masking, pleasing top and 
underline. High wither, straight back, and just slightly steep croup that could be a tick longer. Good forequarter 
angulation where the long upper arm could be a little better angled, very good hindquarter angulation. Good fore 
and underchest development. She stands correct in front, steps correct going and coming with elbows still to attain 
final firmness, exhibiting good movement with effective reach and powerful drive.   
    
67 GRANDWEST DEE JAY – Judge:  John Fenner DOB: 24/09/2015 
 S:*Sensen Mann Yokon (imp Deu) AZ Ex Br: Grandwest Kennels
 D:Grandwest Ruby Tuesday Exh: B&T Fernandez 
 
6.5 months.  Entire.  Good, good medium strong minor puppy dog.  Very well pigmented black and tan saddle 
markings.  Good head and expression, with very good masking, and slightly round eyes. Normal length of neck, 
high well placed withers, straight back and slightly steep croup.  Correct in front.  Good fore and underchest 
development for his age.  Good forequarter angulations, where the upper arm could be slightly longer and better 
laid.  Very good hindquarter angulations.  Steps close moving away and tending to be cow hocked.  Steps correct 
coming.  Good balanced ground covering movement, where the reach could be a little more free and he has strong 
drive. 
      
68 BHUANCHAILLE WISHFUL THINKING–Judge: Honey Gross Richardson DOB: 16/10/2015 
 S:*Pepe von der Zeinteiche IPO1 (imp Deu) Ex Br: Bhuanchaille Kennels
 D:Bhuanchaille Katriona Exh: R Robins   

 
6 months. Double P1 upper right,  A good medium size, medium strong, feminine, well coloured and pigmented 
black and red tan bitch puppy of good type. She has a very feminine head where I would like to see the  underjaw a 
little stronger, lovely dark eyes, good masking and ear set. Stands with level wither, straight back, and slightly short, 
steep croup. Good forequarter where  the upper arm should be a little longer and better angled, very good 
hindquarter angulation. Stands almost correct in front, with good fore and underchest development.  Stepping 
straight in front and slightly closed hocked behind, she shows good movement where the reach should be a little 
freer.   
    
69 JENTOL RUSHKAS WAYWARD CHIL – Judge: Natalie Humphries DOB: 2/08/2015  
 S:*Bodecka Yobbo AZ Br: J Boekelman 
 D:Jentol Chatts Barushka AZ Exh: B Pantazis  
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8 months old female.  Medium size, medium strong long stock coat bitch of very good type and proportions. Very 
well coloured and pigmented. Very good head and expression marred slightly by medium eye colour and round 
eyes.  Normal withers, straight back, good croup. Very good underline. Good forequarter angulation, correct 
hindquarter angulation. Slightly deep chest proportions. Stands not quite correct in front. Right foot turns out 
coming, correct going. Shows good balanced movement. Correct dentition. 
     
 
71 ICCARA URSO GRANDE – Judge:  Robyn Knuckey DOB: 16/09/2105 
 S: *Giotto di Fossombrone Br: Iccara Kennels 
 D: Iccara Vectra Exh: L Do 
 
7 months.  Large, strong substantial sable male.  Strong masculine head with light eyes.  Level wither, straight 
back, croup could be longer and better laid.  Good fore, very good hindquarter angulations,  Good length of foreleg.  
Stands correct in front.  Good fore and underchest development.  Steps slightly loose going and coming where the 
elbows should remain firmer.  Overall balanced movement where the wither could remain a little higher. 
   
 
75 VOLSCARO SUMMER BREEZE – Judge: Natalie Humphries DOB:  3/02/2015  DOB: 3/02/2015    
 S:*Seigen Suris Alfie AZ Ex.M Br: LPearson/T Roberts 
 D:*Volscaro Ciao Bella ET CCD AZ Ex.M Exh:  E Protti  
 
14 months female entire.  60cm. Large, medium strong, well proportioned bitch of very good type. Very good head 
and expression with dark masking and desired eye colour. Normal withers, straight back, slightly short,slightly steep 
croup. Good forequarter angulation where the upper arm could be slightly better angled, Slightly deep hindquarter 
angulation. Very good underline. Stands correct in front.  Steps slightly loose going, correct coming. Shows very 
good balanced movement. 
      
 
78 JOANCHELL QUARMA – Judge:  Robyn Knuckey DOB: 2/06/2015  
 S:*Gustel vom Zellergrund SchH3 (imp Deu) Br: EXH   
 D:*Bonita van Contra HDa1 EDn Ex.M (imp Hun) Exh: J&A Mitchell  
 
10 months.  Medium strong, substantial, well proportioned bitch of overall harmonious type.  Strong but still feminine 
head and expression with medium eye colour, very good placement and size of ears.  High wither, firm back, croup 
is of very good lay but could be slightly longer.  Very good fore, slightly deep hindquarter angulation.  Stands correct 
in front.  Pronounced fore and underchest development for age.  Steps correct going where the hocks have normal 
puppy looseness for her age, correct coming where the elbows should remain slightly firmer.  Balanced, ground-
covering movement with very good sequence of steps. 
      
 
79 JOANCHELL QUARTA– Judge:  Robyn Knuckey DOB: 2/06/2015  
 S:*Gustel vom Zellergrund SchH3 (imp Deu) Br: J&A Mitchell 
 D:*Bonita van Contra HDa1 EDn Ex.M (imp Hun) Exh: J Opperman  
  
10 months.  Medium strong, substantial, well proportioned, well constructed bitch of very good type.  Strong but still 
feminine head, very good placement, set and size of ears, medium eye colour.  Good length of neck, good height of 
wither, firm back, croup could be slightly longer and better laid. Good forequarter angulation where the upper arm 
could be slightly better angled, deep hindquarter angulation  Very good forechest development, correct underchest 
development. Stands correct in front,  Steps correct going where the hocks should remain a little firmer, correct 
coming where the elbows should remain a little firmer.  Balanced, ground-covering movement. 
   
 
80 GRANDWEST ALADDIN - Judge:  John Fenner DOB: 5/04/2015  
 S:*Grandwest Nike Br: D&C Wilis  
 D:Grandwest Quintina Exh: L Cheong-Smith 
 
12 months.  65cm.  1 testicle (appropriate advice was given).  Large, good medium strong, well proportioned junior 
dog of good type and compact proportions.  Very good head and expression, complemented by good masking and 
eye colour, with complete dentition, nice clean teeth, correct bite.  Normal length of neck, high withers, firm back, 
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slightly short and slightly steep croup.  Normal underchest development for his age.  Good forequarter and 
hindquarter angulations.  Steps correct coming and going, both hocks and elbows to achieve final firmness.  Shows 
balanced ground covering movement, with good reach and drive. 
  
 
81 REX – Judge:  Robyn Knuckey DOB:27/03/2014 
 S:  Br:  
 D:  Exh: Greg Mills 
 
2 years 1 month.  64cm.  Large, medium strong, brown long stock male, undercoat present. Correct dentition.  
Good wither, straight back, croup of good lay but could be longer.  Good fore and very good hindquarter 
angulations.  Stands correct in front.  Steps correct going and coming  Balanced movement where the reach and 
drive should be more expansive.     
 
    
83 BRONBOREO BLACK BOI – Judge:  Robyn Knuckey DOB: 27/11/2015 
 S:*Seigen Suris Alfie AZ Br: B Pereira/R Pritchard 
 D:Jentol Rennies Xiena Z Exh: J Leeder 
 
4.3/4  months.  Very well pigmented, long stock coat male puppy of very good type and harmonious construction.  
Very strong masculine head for his age with good eye colour, ears still to attain final firmness.  Presents with a very 
good topline, very good wither, firm back, well moulded croup. Balanced angles of the fore and hindquarter.  Steps 
slightly loose going, correct coming with normal puppy looseness.  Good ground-covering movement and appears 
to have a delightful character.     
 
 
84 ICCARA WINNIE – Judge:  Bruce Knight DOB: 9/10/2015 
 S:*Giotto di Foissombrone Br: C Mailata/S Woollard 
 D:*Iccara Coco Pop AZ Ex.M Exh: I Bai    
6 months.  Medium size, medium strong, black and gold bitch of good type.  Good head and expression, dark eyes.  
Level wither, straight back.  Good forequarter, the long upper arm should be better angled, good hindquarter 
angulation with long hocks that are slightly loose.  Good fore, slightly short underchest.  Stands correct in front.  
Steps slightly loose going, correct coming.  Good ground-covering movement.  Good reach, sufficient drive. 
 
 
- GLENBALA VERY VIBRANT – Judge:  Robyn Knuckey DOB:  
 S: Glenbala Vibrant Coast Br:  
 D: Vablo .vom Osterbergerland Exh:  
 
17 weeks. Strong and substantial, very well pigmented long stock coat puppy bitch of very good overall proportions 
and type.  Very good head and expression with correct eye colour.  Praiseworthy masking and strength of foreface 
for her age.  Very good wither, firm back, well placed croup that could be just slightly longer.  Very good forequarter 
angulation where the upper arm should be just slightly longer, very good hindquarter angulation.  Stands correct in 
front.  Steps slightly loose going, correct coming with normal puppy looseness for her age.  Very good ground-
covering movement with very good sequence of steps. 
 
 
- ICCARA KEEGAN – Judge:  Bruce Knight DOB:  
 S:  Br: Iccara Kennels  
 D:  Exh:  
 
14 months old.  Large, strong, substantial, black and gold dog of very good type.  Good head and expression with 
slightly light eye.  Good length of neck, high withers, slightly short steep croup.  Good forequarter angulation where 
the upper arm could be slightly longer, very good hindquarter angulation.  Very good chest proportions. Stands 
correct in front.  Steps very good going, slightly loose coming, elbows could be firmer.  Shows very good ground-
covering movement with good reach and effective drive. 
  
 
- SHAZWICK ALLEY CAT – Judge:  John Fenner DOB: 08/04/14 
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S: *Shaygar Gentleman Jim Br: S Southwick 
D: *Kaperville Locomotion Exh: L Cowell 

 
24 months..60cm  Large, good medium strong, very well proportioned bitch of very good type and balanced 
construction.  Very good head and expression.  Normal length of neck, good withers, straight back, slightly short 
and slightly steep croup.  Normal fore and underchest development for her age.  Correct in front.  Good forequarter 
and hindquarter angulations.  Steps correct going and coming, both hocks and elbows could be firmer.  Shows 
good ground covering movement, with strong drive and the reach could be a little more free. 
 
70 KHAYEM ORRION DOB: 27/09/2015 
 S:*Gerry vom Schacher AZ Ex Br: K McGregor 
 D:Khayem Je Ne Sais Quoi Exh: D Keogh  
 
Not Presented  
 
 
73 FRIEDENTAL MILES TOGO DOB: 26/02/2015 
 S:*Seigen Suris Alfie AZ Ex.M Br: N Humphries 
 D:Friedental Miles and Miles Exh: R&M Sharma 
 
Not Presented  
 
 
82 ICCARA VANCE DOB: 29/09/2015 
 S:Freevale Double Strike Br: C Mailata/S Woollard 
 D:Coconut Ruff Exh: A Blekkenhorst 
  
Not Presented 
  
 

CHILD HANDLER CLASSES 
 

Junior Show Handler 
 
1st   Alison Shea 
2nd   Mitchell Shea 
 
Intermediate Handler 
 
1st   Carson Pikkart 
 
Senior Handler 
 
1st   Peyton Burgess 
 
 


